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Abstract 
For a university’s development, discipline construction is the foundation but talents 
introduction is playing a significant part, that is, the quality and quantity of talents 
decide the university’s future in some key aspects. Compared with the eastern region, 
the western region of China is relatively backward in terms of economy, politics, culture, 
education, etc. It is much more demanding for universities based in western parts to 
absorb talents, especially high-level talents. The paper focuses on analyzing the 
problems existing in the introduction of talents in western universities and puts forward 
some suggestions and measures for developing talent introduction. 
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1. Introduction 

As a university located in western regions of China, it consistently needs to boost the talent 
introduction to upgrade its competitiveness, but the talent introduction in western universities 
is usually unable to meet the developing needs. The total amount of talent introduction is 
insufficient; the force is not assertive; the methods are narrow; high-level talent introduction is 
rare; last but not least, culture for talents who are introduced successfully is neglected. Those 
positive factors all put western universities in a disadvantageous situation to develop their 
faculty construction. 

2. External Factors 

The investment power of universities in the western region has been increasing in recent years, 
the scale of students' enrollment is expanding, and the discipline structure is constantly being 
modified. However, due to the differences in regional financial income, the average income level 
of teachers in universities in the western region is far lower than that in the eastern region. 
Therefore, in the external talent market competition, western colleges and universities are at a 
disadvantage. Universities in first-tier cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, etc. often 
have many favorable conditions, such as important geographical locations, convenient 
transportation, satisfactory academic atmosphere and living environment, and higher benefits. 
Throughout the entire western region, there is not even a first-tier city in the authentic 
definition. Besides, because the development of the overall economic level lags behind, the 
introduction of talents in the western region will also fall behind. The disadvantage of colleges 
and universities in the western region in talent introduction is self-evident. 

3. Problems Existing in Talent Introduction 

Because of starting late and the lower level of development, universities based in western 
regions usually do not have a mature system to scoop and assess talents. A sweeping view of 
the local talent planning and overall strategy is neither lacked.  And it leads universities to focus 
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on quantity but disregards quality. They ignore the deviation between the research field of 
talents and the actual situation of disciplines' development, the level of research, and the 
existing conditions of the school, which made the introduction of talents out of the demands of 
discipline and professional development and could not play its expected role. Afterward, it 
seems that the introduction of talented people into the university has become booming, with a 
large number of admiringly educated people. High-level talents flock to the region, but the key 
talents urgently needed by units are not attracted.  
Blamed for not having a mature system to excavate and evaluate talents, western universities 
do not have a thorough view of talent planning and comprehensive strategy. The introduction 
of talent is more like an isolated topic, without a bond to the overall development of the 
university. The evaluation of achievements of talents is not precise enough, and particular 
evaluation methods for talents need to be further explored. What's more, scientific research 
accomplishments assassination owes a chief position but evaluation methods for education and 
teaching are not rich enough, the traction effect of scientific research evaluation on the "four 
aspects" of teacher service needs to be strengthened.  
Last but not least, after the introduction, how to culture talents will be the most significant topic. 
However, for western universities, the culture of introduced talents needs to be further 
intensified. Young talents have strong innovation vitality and strong development potential. 
They should be provided with insufficient growth guidance and support during the critical 
period for them to take root, whereas insufficient guidance in teaching and scientific research, 
and lack of targeted training, which is conducive to the individual growth of young teachers. 
When talents enter their work, resource allocation needs to be further optimized. The planning 
and broad coordination of resource allocation guarantee are not enough, especially around the 
strategic talent strength, the planned and attentive support and guarantee are not in place. The 
active planning of high-level platform construction to attract and cultivate high-level talents is 
not adequate, and the phenomenon of resource solidification is common in universities located 
in less developed regions. 

4. Strategic Suggestions 

This paper proposes the following strategic actions for the introduction of talents in 
universities in the western regions: 
First, all talents introduction should build on the discipline and universities must scientifically 
plan the introduction of talents. The introduction of talents should be derived from the attached 
school's discipline development plan. It is necessary to clarify the discipline development plan 
of the school, identify the disciplines that need essential development and priority development, 
and adopt companion talent introduction methods to promote the development of disciplines 
at the best speed. Secondly, in the specific operation of talent introduction, it is vital to base on 
the current period of the discipline development, combine the talent allocation of the discipline 
and major, and optimize the variety of the introduced talents and the existing talents to build a 
team. Besides, merge different term plans, and introduce talents in a reasonable, predictable, 
targeted, and step-by-step mode, so that the human resources can be fully and effectively 
developed and sustainable, to ensure the full use of talents. 
After the introduction, establishing a satisfactory resource guarantee system is the leading 
management element in education units, especially in universities that are supposed to be a 
more performance-oriented and fair competitive environment. So, in terms of salary promotion, 
professional job promotion, professional title evaluation, etc., universities themselves should 
provide a harmonious social environment that fully respects talents in order to relieve them 
from worries to make up for the disadvantage of being in an economically underdeveloped area 
in the west. 
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5. Conclusion 

With the development of higher education, the demand and requirement for high-quality 
talents become more and more vital. Universities located in western parts need to pay more 
attention to improving talents policies, making deep reforms, and building particular 
management systems in the intensely competitive "talents market" to attract talents and 
maintain them. Beginning with building scientific talent introduction planning and then 
improving the talent cultivation mechanism to make the best of talent function to introduce 
more excellent high-quality talents to promote the development of universities based in 
western regions of the country. 
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